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Palmer: Mormon Views of Religious Resemblances

mormon views of religious
resemblances
spencer J palmer
scholars have already worked out elaborate comparative studies
of christianity and the asian faiths ac
at the purely religious level and at
least from one perspective the opposition is fundamentally between
the great biblical religions and the religions of india it is the clash
between theism and monism between the appeal to a god who is
creator and lord of all and the quest for unity with an impersonal
divine principle this carries with it a grave difference in the
evaluation of the world and history the biblical religions judaism
christianity and islam accept the world as real as having a definite
origin and moving towards a definite termination at some future date
for monism it is maya illusory the present phase is a beginningless
less
beginning
and endless series of cycles the biblical faiths take pride in the fact
that they have a historical basis the exodus from egypt the thecrucifixion
crucifixion
under pontius pilate the hegira for the monists
monists general philosophical ideas replace historical events the hindu doctrine of man is
metapsychological a piece of subtle and so it would seem to latter
day saints unsubstantiated analysis
perhaps the most acute conflict has still to be mentioned the
historical buddha may say that the difference between his way and that
of the jew moslem or latter day saint is so great that he must deny
the word religion is really common to all gotama
kotama the founder of
buddhism acknowledges no god at all but only gods who are caught
like men in the net of karma no future life but only the bliss or
extinction of nirvana no soul but only the legacy of one life
bequeathed to another that falls heir to it no prayer but only
meditation as a form of spiritual discipline no grace but only man s
resolve to tread the noble eight
fold path to the end the ultimate
eightfold
doctrines of buddhism like those of hinduism from which it sprang
paper delivered at the symposia on the expanding church brigham young university 9 april
1976
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are negative and pessimistic in terms of their response to the worth of
this mortal life and the individual as the locus of value since buddhists
believe that underlying reality is one inclusive mind or stream of
consciousness christ and judgment are imaginary irrelevant or
untrue could there be more serious conflicts and discrepancies than
these
but the restored gospel does not contradict buddhism on every
hand in fact there are between the two a number of remarkable
chat covetousness
resemblances both christ and the buddha believed that
and lust were at the root of human suffering that men must shake the
dust the cares of this world from the mirror of their minds and seek
to nourish the spirit of the inner man both declared that freedom lies
in following a way of life that is free from cruelty falsehood killing
stealing and unlawful sexual relations parallels between the life
stories and the reported sayings of jesus and gotama
kotama have intrigued
the followers of these two religious leaders as well as secular scholars
stjerome
at large at least since the time of St
Jerome leaving aside for now the
credibility of the narratives and comparing only commonly accepted
resemblant
beliefs how should latter day saints explain the following resemblan
ces
cesi
1
fore ordained in a preexistent spirit world to come
both were foreordained
forth at a particular time after preliminary examination and selection
of the most favorable family country race and mother into which to
be physically born
2 both entered the womb of their mother in a miraculous
manner having no mortal father
3 both were born into a world whose inhabitants bodies had
become coarse and gross and who had lost much of their original
brilliance because a being of an inquisitive nature had commenced
eating a debilitating food
4 both had births accompanied by special heavenly illuminations
5 both were recognized in in
infancy
faricy by respective religious
leaders as persons of great promise with special missions to perform
among mankind
6 both visited holy temples in their youth and displayed
unusual precocity and wisdom before their elders
7 both launched their ministries early in their thirtieth year
following periods of fasting and solitude
11

rockhil the life of the buddha and the early history
these are drawn from W woodville rockhill
& co 1884which
1884 which is derived from tibetan
of his order london kegan paul trench trubner aco
&co
bastan hgyur the tibetan tripitaka
works in the bkah
akah hgyur and bstan
bsian
I1
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both gained disciples under a fig tree
9 both were severely tempted by an evil one mara and satan
10 both selected a council of special disciples and joined with
them in carrying out their religious ideals by way of example
in addition to these agreements in thought and phraseology
between the gospels of the new testament and the dhammapada
Dhamma pada of
8

buddhism include the following
Pharis ees make clean the outside of
from christ now do ye pharisees
the cup and the platter but your inward part is full of ravening and
wickedness ye fools did not he that made that which is without make
that which is within also
luke 1139 40
from the buddha what is the use of platted hair 0 fool
what of the raiment of goat skins within thee there is ravening but
1

makest clean 2
the outside thou madest
2 christ
strait is the gate and narrow is the way which
leadeth unto life and few there be that find it matthew 714 our
soul is escaped like a bird out of a snare of fowlers the snare is broken
and we are escaped psalms 1247
buddha this world is dark few only can see here a few only
go to heaven like birds escaped from a net 3
3 christ
let them alone they be blind leaders of the blind
and if the blind lead the blind both shall fall into the ditch matthew
1514
buddha As when a string of blind men are clinging one to
the other neither can the foremost see nor can the middle one see nor
can the hindmost see just so methinks Vas
ettha is the talk of the
vasettha
Brah
mans verse in the three vedas 4
brahmans
brahmana
4 jesus spoke to the woman of samaria that his salvation is as
living water john 41014
410 14 in saddharmapundarika the lotus
sutra gotama
kotama compares salvation to water for all 5
in the face of such examples how do latter day saints explain
religious similarities and parallels are these and other agreements
imaginary are they only accidental coincidences are they simply
remarkable illustrations of poetic license or of distortions of language
and culture at the hands of faulty translators should they be explained
by reference to the similarity of circumstances under which both christ
and buddha taught have the buddhist legends and teachings derived
certain of their elements from christian sources or must christians
Dhamma pada 194 trans F max muller sacred books of the east ed
dhammapada
nev york scribner s 1901 1290 hereafter cited as SBE
vols new
147
12147
Dhamma pada 174 SBE 12
dhammapada
sutta trans E M west SBE 11 15
tela
Teiaja surta
teiasutta
saddharmaptindarika trans H kern SBE 10 10chapter
saddharmapundarika
chapter 5

F max

muller

14
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accept the allegation that certain things in the gospel records have
either derived from the earlier buddhist legends or from another
common ancient source are these the work of the devil of god or of
man Is the identification and acceptance of religious resemblances a
benefit or a disadvantage to the interests of the expanding church
these are serious questions that carry highly significant implications
and call for critical research
in the restored church the relationship of christ to his prophets
is clear but within the context of world religions their relationship to
havira zoroaster confucius or lao tzu is
mahavira
buddha mohammed Ma
not so well defined for latter day saints who are eager to see their
faith disseminated worldwide and to see it effectively implanted
among all peoples and yet who wish to accept and encourage anything
that is virtuous lovely or of good report or praiseworthy questions
of religious comparison between the cultures of man east and west
are of great significance do religious elements that seem harmonious
common source when once the pure
or even universal spring from a commonsource
gospel of jesus christ was known to our fathers are similarities to the
gospel simply satanic substitutes counterfeit attractions suggesting
that all roads lead to heaven or are there other explanations possible
cormons handle non mormon religious beliefs values
how do mormons
rituals and symbols which seem to be not only compatible with true
gospel principles but in some cases even appropriate manifestations of
them are such resemblances an advantage or a disadvantage to those
declaring a unique latter day saint message
acting on the premise that religious similarities are indeed
cormons generally approached
ubiquitous in the world how have mormons
them in this paper I1 shall examine five basic mormon views of
religious resemblances the first two of which have been less argued
and much less developed among members of the church
primordial images echoes of a preexistent state in
1
mormon theology human predispositions of thought and feeling may
be viewed as echoes of eternity since all men lived together under
common conditions with god in a premortal spirit world after
quoting wordsworth s famous ode intimations of immortaliwhich suggests that the minds and spirits of mankind come to
ty
earth not in entire forgetfulness
but trailing clouds of glory do
we comefrom
com eFrom god who is our home joseph fielding smith
comments that there may be times when flashes of remembrance of
these former days come to us 6 then he quoted orson F whitney a
joseph fielding smith

the

way to perfection short discourses on gospel themes
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member of the council of the twelve who explained that more than
once upon hearing a noble sentiment expressed though unable to
recall that he had ever heard it until then he found himself in
sympathy with it was thrilled by it and felt as if he had always known
it elder whitney referred to the savior s statement that my sheep
know my voice concluding that those things which are true and
instinctively beautiful appeal to men everywhere because we were all
acquainted with the gospel in a previous life before we came here and
it is this chat
that gives to it a familiar sound 7 president joseph F smith
heartily endorsed elder whitney s observation that common
experiences in the antemortal spiritual life predispose influence and
guide human thoughts and preferences in this life for we often catch
a spark from the awakened memories of the immortal soul which
lights up our whole being as with the glory of our former home 8
Car ljung s view of the collective
of course this is not the same as carljung
unconscious but there is much in that scholar s discussion of basic
archetypes that nonetheless seems congruent with the mormon view
of pre
existence and that might well help explain resemblances of
preexistence
thought and belief among mankind jung taught that a symbol can
express itself among large masses of people simultaneously 9 he saw
parallels with mythological motifs among his patients for example a
very young child would recite a dream to jung which exactly paralleled
some ancient persian myth the child could not have been taught the
myth for very few people who were not classical scholars even knew of
it after considerable study and deliberation he found that general
story outlines of myths were identical across cultural heritages which
had no possible chance of contact he concluded that there is a
common almost instinctual disposition among all men including
civilized men to symbolize identical themes in their religious myths
why are the story lines of religious fantasy and experience so common
among all men in 1919 jung developed the term archetype to
account for these expressions of collective psyche he did not
suggest universal symbolism but he did suggest universal archetypes
he did not see these archetypes as conscious images of the mind but
independence mo zion s printing and publishing company 1943 p 50
30
ibid p 45
orson F whitney the undiscovered country A dissertation on spiritual themes
101
improvement era 23 december 1919
loi
1919101
9jJ F rychlak introduction to personality and psychotherapy boston houghton mifflin
aj
47 see also C G jung the collected works of C G jung
143
14347
1973 pp
1975
ap 14
lung ed herbert read
1447
michael fordham and gerhard adler london routledge and kegan paul 1958 see
particularly volume 9 the archetypes and the collective unconscious 1959 and volume 11
psychology and religion east and west 1958
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they did stand in the deepest reaches of the unconscious he called
them primordial images congenital preexistent images believing
that the mind has inherited an a priori disposition to work in a certain
way the psyche is not passive it is an active agent in the framing of

meaning

mormon point of view ways of thinking and acting can
easily be interpreted as genetic from our existence with god and
perhaps the so called psychic unity of man that has been argued by
pre existence to our primordial
so many may indeed go back to our preexistence
native intelligence president smith elder whitney and so many
others of us in the church from time to time have talked about
glimmers and the thin veil we say that thoughts rise in our minds
to make us feel that we have experienced this felt that or believed
something else and such echoes of eternity seem to be the common
experience of mankind having common beginnings in the spirit

from

a

11

world naturally we should expect if only at times in faint and wistful
ways common manifestations of those beginnings with god in his
commissioner s lecture of 1973 truman madsen concluded that only
something of such magnitude can account for conscience and the full
phenomenon of other powers inherent in man and
though presently a veil is drawn over specific images of that
realm we do not now recall our name rank and serial number
there is built in us and not quite hidden a collective unconscious
super racial in character a pool of such vivid effect such
that is superracial
residual power in us that our finite learnings and recoveries are at
best a tiny aftermath 10

and

it is in this that one should be able to find explanations of
resemblances in the beliefs and religious experiences of man

the devil

invention theory milton R hunter draws
attention to the work of the devil theory in his book the gospel
through the ages he observes that many of the pagan practices were
so similar to those of early christianity that many christian apologists
have concluded that all this had to be the work of the devil elder
hunter points out that justin martyr about 150 AD after
describing the lord s supper as given in the gospels reportedly
remarked the wicked devils have imitated it in the mysteries of
mithra commanding the same thing to be done tertullian another
A
D stated that the
devil by the mysteries
thedevilby
christian teacher 160 220 AD
adstated
of his idols imitateseven
imitates
the main
maln partofthedivinemysteries
the divine mysteries
even themainpartof
imitate seven
he
2

truman

G madsen conscience and consciousness commissioner s

brigham young university press 1973

lecture provo

p 5
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worshippers
shippers in water and makes them believe that this
baptizes his wor
purifies them from their crimes and 1300 years later las cases
1747 1566 AD a spanish catholic missionary observing that the
ceremonies of the american indians closely resembled those of the
the devil had arrived in america ahead of the
christians concluded that thedevil
christians and implanted in the minds of the natives many teachings
closely akin to christianity 11
in this view the devil has exerted a powerful influence upon men
in counterfeiting the true principles and ordinances of the gospel
lucifer has fostered many clever imitations in an effort to lull mankind
inrosatisfaction with partial truths and to weaken theappealof
inro
theappeal
into
the appeal of divinely
satisfaction
authorized teachers in the words of jacob the book of mormon
prophet men can become angels to a devil for satan who beguiled our
ffirst parents is capable of stirring up the children of men with dreadful
works of darkness by transforming himself nigh unto an angel of light
2 nephi gg
99
9.9
99
areconsideredsatanic
considered satanic substitutes
the gospel are
thus similarities to thegospel
counterfeit attractions suggesting among other possibilities that all
roads lead to heaven
3 diffusion among latter day saints by far the most popular
and compelling explanation of religious resemblances is the belief that
religious elements that seem harmonious or even universal spring
from a common source when once the pure gospel of jesus christ was
known co
falness of
to all our fathers adam the first man was taught the fulness
the gospel in turn he taught it to others but men yielding to the
temptations of the evil one sinned and departed from the truth the
original true doctrines were changed and warped to suit the appetites
of evil ambitious men thus the principles of the gospel have
appeared in more or less perverted form in the religious beliefs of
mankind the gospel was again taught to the world in its purity in the
days of jesus christ again willful men changed the doctrine and a
host of christian parties came into being the many religions among
of the magnitude of apostasies
the human race are an evidence
evidenceof
apost asies from the
simple easily understood revelations of god 12
the pioneer mormon study of mormonism in a world religious
setting was thomas C romney s consistent with his diffusionist
approach he suggested that doctrines of trinity as applied to deity
milton R hunter the gospel through the ages sait
salt
sat lake city stevens and wallis
1945 p 40
Widt
of john A widtsoes
soess introduction tothomascottam
which is the theme ofjohn
Cottam romney world
to thomas cottamromney
widtsoe
religions in the light of mormonism independence mo zion s printing and publishing
company 1946
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reach back into the remotest past and are universally espoused the
numerous examples of trinitarian belief among ancient egyptians
ns babylonians and Su
sumerians
mesopotamians
Mesopotamia
merians are all reflections of an
original authentic model the father son and holy ghost 13 romney
argued that both blood and bloodless sacrificial offerings of the vedic
gods of india indra agni varuna vishnu and krishna the
libations to confucius in the traditional ceremonies of the state cult of
china the sacrificial offerings to the gods of the ancient greeks and
romans as well as those many jewish and christian sacrifices to
deities for the purpose of placating their wrath or of placing the
worshippers
wor shippers in happy accord with unseen and ineffable powers are all
evidences of common bonds of union
universal religious
patterns that in the main at least sprang originally from a common
source 14 anciently mankind offered sacrifices without really
knowing the roots of their own practices which are found in the
original sacrifices of adam and his posterity which were in similitude
of the sacrifice of the lamb of god even jesus christ the scripture
explains

and after many

lord appeared unto
adam saying why dost thou offer sacrifices unto the lord and
adam said unto him I know not save the lord commanded me
and then the angel spake saying this thing is a similitude of the
sacrifice of the only begotten of the father which is full of grace
days an angel of the

1

and truth

moses

56
5677

in like manner the doctrine of reincarnation transmigration and
rebirth in hinduism buddhism jainism and sikhism is actually a
modified and strange type of immortality romney points out that
the early rig veda the earliest book of the indo aryans makes no
mention of reincarnation this belief developed much later only after
the people were forced to face the enervating climate of the region of
the ganges the myriads of insects and other forms of animal life and
the difficulty of extracting a decent living from the soil did a new drab
outlook upon this life develop 15 and this new negativism vitally
affected the indian view of immortality life was no longer an
experience to be thankful for another step in the process of eternal
development which if rightly lived will lead toward god in a
widening disparity the ultimate goal of nirvana in hinduism and
buddhism is a form of annihilation to be reached only after countless
131bid
72
ubid
abid
6472
pp
ap 64
ibid
ibidpp 217
ibid
78
pp 77
ap
7778
ibidpp
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incarnations during which the soul gradually attains the power to
negate the desire to live not eternal individualized progress
elder alvin R dyer another exponent of the diffusion view
concludes that religious confusion in the world has resulted from
deviations from established principles from mutations of original
truth items the hindu worship of dyaus pitar a nature god of the
sky or heaven can be thought of as a legendary perversion of the
teachings of abraham and moses concerning pre
preexistence
existence and of god
our eternal heavenly father 16 despite the original illustriousness of
ihe mystical and ornate
the teachings of confucius and lao tzu and ahe
rituals of earlier buddhism all of which seized the instincts of the
chinese race there have been long periods of transition which have
resulted in a universal apathy among that people all life and vitality
in the religious thought and sentiments of the chinese have now
disappeared17171I as also those of hinduism zoroastrianism taoism and
disappeared
islam have fallen under the lash of departure from their own original doctrines modern taoism is quite different from the high theories
of its founder it presents a pathetic history it started with some
admirable features of truth but it has degraded fearfully into
polytheism demonolatry witchcraft and occultism 18 shinto has
become so vague as to be undefinable in the minds of either priests or
philosophers originally there was a pure and righteous law of the
birthright which existed among the families of the ancients this
patriarchal order was established by god it was a call to responsibility
through a long process of mutated developments this great principle
was later expressed in southern asia as the hindu caste system and in
like manner the moslem belief in jihad or holy war against the
unbelieving infidels and the sense of superiority associated with state
shinto in japan by which the yamato race claimed an inherent right to
rule over others by force and bloodshed if necessary are all decadent
expressions of the ancient law of the birthright 19
by far the most influential and effective mormon spokesman of a
diffusionist view is hugh nibley of brigham young university in all
his prodigious scholarship there is an underlying view of an
unchanging god who in his dealing with man follows a constant
pattern god repeatedly reveals his will his unchanging truth to
selected peoples of the earth resemblances and ties which seem to
exist among all the religions of antiquity reappear in history primarily
I1

16aivin
alvin

R

ibid p
ibid
ibidpP
191bid
bibid
ribid p

dyer this age

of

demerec book 1964
deserec
confusion salt lake city deseret

p

15

98
10
105
10510

vm
vill
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because of a pattern of divine restorations and human apostasies
apost asies and
since the teachings and powers of god to chosen peoples have often
been deliberately imitated in every age of the world and in other ways
f us ion
dif
single center has
dessem
diffusion
dissem
lon of truth f rom a single
disseminated
inated among men a dlf
ingie
continued to recur what has been done in one dispensation has often
fore
been foreshadower
foreshadowed
shadowed in another in nibley we have an eschatological
pattern of history which is also prominent in jewish and christian
scriptures and in apocryphal writings as well a periodic repetition of
certain characteristic events a visitation as it was called from
heaven the making of a covenant the corruption and wickedness of
men leading to the breaking of the covenant the bondage of sin then
the coming of a prophet with a call to repentance the making of a new
10 god is
at the helm of history thus
covenant and so around the cycle 20
at the base religious parallels are rooted in the mind and will of god in
repeated revelations parallels between the history of the restored
church and the doings of the ancients are not consciously contrived
imitations the analogies that can be drawn between the sufferings
wanderings and spiritual aspirations of the mormon pioneers and
those of the people of ancient israel cannot be drawn because the
cormons were pushed around entirely
former wanted it so the mormons
against their own will all along the whole history of the church has
been the will of god resemblances to earlier beliefs and experiences
have an extraordinary force among latter day saints because they have
not been intentional and they actually are the fulfillment of
prophecy 21
in his most recent book faced with resemblances between the
LIDS
LDS temple endowment ceremony and ancient egyptian endowment
rites nibley sees these as an example of countless parallels many of
them instructive among the customs and religions of mankind but
they are imitations of earlier gospel models and little more the
egyptian rites
are a parody an imitation but as such not to be
despised for all the great age and consistency of their rites and
teachings which certainly command respect the egyptians did not
have the real thing and they knew it 22
4 the common human predicament there are mormons
cormons
who believe that the diffusion theory explains religious parallels only
in a limited way they readily agree that god revealed original
principles and ordinances of the gospel and bestowed the authority
nibley the world and the prophets salt lake city deseret book 1954 p 213
ibid
pp 214 215
ap
ibidpp
an egyptian endowment salt
papyrian
huge nibley the message of the joseph smith papyri
xn
an
lake city deseret book 1975 p xii
1ohugh
hugh
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and power of the priesthood to adam and that in the course of time as
populations expanded and as peoples moved away from one another
and became independent they took with them some of their original
features and applied them in new settings but to these latter day
saints this is a handy explanation that fails to cover much of the
ground at best such a view explains common religious forms only
within limited geographical areas
william A wilson the mormon folklorist observes that if all
stories develop out of the original story in the garden of eden then we
should be able to find in the bible account all the materials that have
13
generated other stories as they fragmented and broke into parts 23
but
this cannot be done moreover folklore studies indicate that certain
kinds of stories and beliefs are limited to particular peoples they do
not circulate worldwide in a study of folk beliefs among peoples of the
indo european languages that is from ireland to india one can find
indoeuropean
common themes wherever indo europeans have travelled parallel
beliefs have been widely diffused similar ideas can be found in north
america south america and other parts of the world by travellers
trav ellers
who have taken them there but such diffusion is limited the elements
of indoeuropean
indo european folk tales for example are not found in southeast
asia diffusion from a single source answers only part of the problem
of religious parallels worldwide
the view here is that there are certain things that are
fundamental to all human beings arising out of the common human
predicament that explain many of the similarities of thought and
practice so widely experienced here on earth all men face problems of
birth life sex disease death joy disappointment and grief all men
ask why must we die why must we be sick why must we grow old
why muse
must we suffer what happens after death common beliefs and
practices arise from the common predicament of man in responding to
his circumstances parallels to the experience of job in the old
testament are everywhere
this polygenetic view that religious beliefs and rituals have arisen
spontaneously and independently in various countries but have
generally followed uniform patterns of development offers special
insights into the uses of religious symbols rituals and ordinances
among mankind mircea eliade the great professor of comparative
religion at the university of chicago says that human actions have no
intrinsic value human actions become valuable only insofar as they
unfold according to divine patterns if human life is to have any
211n
in a

tape recorded interview
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ultimate meaning it must somehow transcend this human predicament it must somehow become identified with the transcendental the
divine if things remain earthly they have only limited earthly value
eliade concludes that human beings all over the world carry out
festivals rituals and ordinances as an aid and an effort to transcend
the ordinary human predicament 24 victor turner and others speaks
of these as periods of timeless time wherein men through the
language of ritual transcend the arbitrary human world and connect
themselves their relationships their institutions and their social
15
order with something beyond this life 25
thus religious symbols are
the means by which they establish contact with the divine and
without such ordinances and rituals the provisional and arbitrary
arrangements of this world have no ultimate value if life is to have
intrinsic value it must be derived from some external transcendental
source people all over the world realize this and this common
realization brings about similarities in religious belief and practice
since our mundane world has no ultimate meaning until it is
connected with something beyond this frustration and pain are
relieved primarily through extraordinary rituals and symbolic
expressions and in this god is not a god of one point in time or of
one people or even one genetic line
latter day saints may be exclusive in ways that they are not aware
of all the time other peoples have basic operating principles in their
religious systems that find expression in terms of their own cultural
idiom we differ from these people culturally the vehicles of our
expression are different but when we deal with others at similar levels
of meaning or seek to communicate according to similar principles
rather than expecting to use similar cultural idioms we reach common
ground we find similarity thus merlin myers has observed that it
may well be that for the celestial kingdom the symbolic vehicles and
the underlying principles must be adapted to each other in ways that
preclude variation there he believes that
no doubt there are cultural vehicles that are peculiarly adapted
to the celestial order of things truth can be given expression in a
variety of cultural and symbolic vehicles and can provide valid
functions and services for those who receive them but the cultural
symbols of man can also be regarded as vehicles o aid people in
reaching higher means of expression in the celestial kingdom
0

see mircea eliade cosmos and history new york harper brothers 1959
vicrjr
cvictor
vicror
ivictor witter turner the drums of affliction A study of religious processes among
nd&mbu
mbu of zambia london oxford university press 1968 see especially p 5ff
aff
5if
nde
abu
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within the church there are instrumentalities
levels of insight are encouraged and achieved

by which such

16
26

in the 84th section of the doctrine and covenants the lord
explains that the greater priesthood holds the keys of the mysteries of
the kingdom and that without the ordinances thereof and the
authority of the priesthood the power of godliness is not manifest
unco
unto men in the flesh dac
d&c 8421
john A widtsoe repeatedly emphasized that man lives in a world
of symbols and some not so beautiful and pleasing but that their
forms are of relatively little consequence in the end it is what they
suggest and teach that counts no man or woman can come out of the
temple endowed as he should be unless he has seen beyond the
21
symbol the mighty realities for which the symbols stand 27
mormons who give credence to the common human
for those cormons
predicament view there is superiority in the rites and ordinances of
the priesthood but at the same time peoples all over the world are
trying to accomplish similar goals within the framework of their own
world view they have their symbols and ordinances too and through
these symbols they seek to transcend their earthly predicament these
people seek to break through this mundane realm and realize the
supernatural by means of them in other words all men bear the stamp
of the entire human condition the similarities of their concern and
their response to the needs and conditions of this life is not essentially
a question of either divine or nefarious forces emanating from another
world but of the harsh realities of this one
5 the light and spirit of christ in mormon theology the
spiritual influence which emanates from god is not confined to
selected nations races or groups all men share an inheritance of
divine light christ himself is the light of the world even those who
have never heard of christ are granted the spirit and light of christ in
the book of mormon christ told the brother ofjared
of jared in me shall all
mankind have light ether 314 in a revelation to tojoseph
joseph smith the
lord explained
whatsoever is light is spirit even the spirit of jesus christ and
the spirit giveth light to every man that cometh into
nto the world
and the spirit enlighteneth
enlight eneth every man through the world that
volce of the spirit dac
hear keneth to the voice
hearkeneth
8445 46
d&c 844546
and in the olive leaf revelation of 1832 we are told that this light of

christ
1 I am indebted to professor myers not simply for his insights but for the insights he has
stimulated within me in our taped discussions
62
soe temple worship utah genealogical magazine 12 april 1921
john A Widt
widtsoe
192162
1
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edeth forth from the presence of god to fill the
proceedeth
proce
immensity of space
is the light by which all
ali
ail things are governed
it
itisthelightjbywhichall
governedeven
rhe
even the
thepower
power
of god who sitteth upon his throne who is in the bosom of eternity
13
who is in the midst of all things dac
d&c 8812
881213

if any man acts according to this inspiration he progresses from grace
to grace learning precept upon precept until he receives full
21
enlightenment 28
that every man ever born enjoys the light of christ
was reiterated by brigham young who taught that there has never
been a man or woman upon the face of the earth from the days of
adam to this day who has not been enlightened instructed and taught
19
by the revelations of jesus christ 29
this allows each individual to
recognize truth and the associated results often lift men to new and
higher insights than were traditionally known among a given people
since god has thus inspired men of all cultures and creeds the
possibilities are staggering such religious reformers as martin luther
and john wesley despite their personal frailties and errors may be
andyjohn
andjohn
looked upon as instruments of god s will likewise a whole continuum
of christian mystics in medieval european history some of whose
ideas seem at times to closely resemble mormon teachings today show
the extent to which they separated themselves from the orthodox
thought of the catholic church these include st francis of assisi and
st bernard de clairvaux to name only two also christian
devotionalism represented by thomas a kempis the imitation of
christ 1426 on the way in which a true christian should behave and
the development of christian art and architecture in russia
beautifully express a diffusion of inspiration and light among the
peoples of europe
among mexicans latin americans and spaniards in europe as
well as in the western hemisphere contributions to civilization are
monumental and countless called the greeks of the new world
because of their advanced culture the maya indians created a calendar
that has the reputation of being more nearly perfect than those devised
elsewhere in the world the works of diego rivera and rufino
tamayo as well as francisco goya and diego velasquez
vel6squez in the fields
of literature and painting are celebrated worldwide for their
illuminations and beauty from spain miguel de cervantes classic
don quixote has provided inspiring insights that have encouraged
and sustained men of all lands to seek for betterment in life mexican
see charles W penrose in journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book
86 12
185586
85 hereafter cited as JD
depot 1855
1285
159
brigham young in JD 2 139
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achievements in establishing the ffirst university in north america and
in publishing the first book in the western hemisphere in 1539 by
juan pablos have been a great blessing to all those who have been able
to come under their influence
columbus and the pilgrims were moved upon by the spirit of
god to sail to the new world the founding fathers of the united
states were also moved upon by the spirit great western scientists and
poets were likewise inspired 30

inspiration OF

HEATHEN philosophers
RELIGIOUS LEADERS AND PEOPLES

mormons but also
it follows then that god inspires not only non cormons
non christians as well god has raised up inspired teachers and great
only jewish and
reformers in various cultures throughout history not onlyjewish
christian spokesmen in this mormon view all peoples and even all
religions possess elements of truth to illustrate all of the following
religions or philosophies profess a statement of moral principle in
essentially the same wording as the christian golden rule judaism
hinduism buddhism sikhism zoroastrianism islam shinto
socratic philosophy confucianism taoism andjainism
and jainism john taylor
affirmed the catholics have many pieces of truth so have the
31 george
protestants the mahometans
Mahome tans and heathens
mahometano
He athens
heathers
albert
smith reiterated this theme 3231 and brigham young observed

do

you suppose the hindoos have the light of the spirit of
Hotten tots and so has
christ I1 know they have and so have the hottentots
nation and kingdom upon the face of the earth even though
every narion
33
some of them may be cannibals 53

latter

day saints believe that america was divinely prepared as a
haven for the establishment of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints that columbus was inspired to discover this promised land
and that the constitution of the united states was instituted of god
but they also teach that the omnipresent spirit moved upon the
thinkers of greece and rome and upon the protestant reformers of
european history likewise artists and thinkers in asia have been
closi of persia kaliclasa
moved upon by inspiration from god Fer
clasa
ferclosi
feodosi
Kali
dasa
ferdosi
kalidasa
kaii
kail
pochiu
pochie
cius tu fu and po
mencius
Men
asoka and gandhi of india cencius
chiu I of china
mongiu ju of korea basho and chikamatsu
Chika matsu of japan
selong and cong mong
chikamitsu
elaborately emphasized by charles W penrose in JD 25346
23 546
346
23346
115459
154 59
adW
15459
7dD 11154
conference reports 5 october 1931 p 120
2 140
3jd
ad
7d 2140

this

is
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andjos6
and jose rizal of the philippines to name only a few at random god s
spirit has rested upon other inquiring and imaginative men who have
produced incomparable shang bronzes T ang pottery sung landscel edans and magnificent buildings mosaics paintings
capes koryo celedans
and sculptures in india and in the middle east it has also lead to the
invention of arabic numerals and the indian zero and in china korea
and japan to the spinning wheel paper the first ironclad ships the
foundations of modern chemistry and the first printing presses with
moveably
able type
moveable
move

although there may be latter day saints who believe that god s
operations are confined to their church in the teachings of the church

leaders this is a mistake for god operates among his children in all
31
nations 54
the living prophet and president of the church communicates god s will to those within the church and to all men who are
prepared and able to listen for those outside the church god often
employs other spokesmen brigham H roberts explained it is
nowhere held that this man the living prophet is the only
instrumentality through which god may communicate his mind and
will to the world 35 all who seek god are entitled to further light and
knowledge regardless of historical or cultural setting Thu
thusjohn
sJohn A
widcsoe s view helps explain the impetus for various religious
widtsoe
developments
ings are not peculiar to one country instead in
outreachings
spiritual outreach
men have
every land men have sought the gifts of the spirit
arisen in every land who have tried to formulate the way to
happiness for the benefit of themselves and their fellow
men
the religions of egypt china india and persia are

examples

36
56

brigham young believed that even idolatry arises from the actions of
31
men of faith 37
Ma havira gotama
orson F whitney taught that zoroaster mahavira
kotama
were servants of the lord in a lesser sense
buddha and confucius
and were sent to those pagan or heathen nations to give them the
measure of truth that a wise providence had allotted to them who
along with others have been used from the beginning to help along
the lord s work mighty auxiliaries in the hands of an almighty god
31jd
D 2460
faith
news
andthe saints 2 vols salt lake city deseret
iab
fathandthe
ofthe eaith
inbB H roberts defense odthe
deseretnews
514
1907 1514
36john
Widt soe
widtsoe
Wid
isoe Is there a master race
johnaA widisoe
raced evidences
Eit dences and reconciliations salt lake city
race5
bookcraft 1947 vol 2 gospel interpretations 1947
1947pp 216
57jd
6 194
D 6194
1
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carrying out his purposes consciously or unconsciously
roberts summarizes

while the church of jesus christ of latter

31
38

brigham H

established
saints is isestablished
for the instruction of men and is one of god s instrumentalities
for making known the truth yet he is not limited to that institution
for such purposes neither in time nor place god raises up wise
of their own tongue and nationality speaking to them
men
through means that they can comprehend not always giving a
falness of the gospel of
falness of truth such as may be found in the fulness
fulness
jesus christ but always giving that measure of truth that the
people are prepared to receive mormonism holds then that all
the great teachers are servants of god among all nations and in all
ages they are inspired men appointed to instruct god s children
according to the conditions in the midst of which he finds them
hence it is not obnoxious to mormonism to regard confucius the
great chinese philosopher and moralist as a servant of god
inspired to a certain degree by him to teach those great moral
maxims which have governed those millions of god s children for
10 these many centuries it is willing to regard gautama buddha
lo
as an inspired servant of god teaching a measure of the truth at
least giving to these people that twilight of truth by which they
may somewhat see their way so with the arabian prophet that
wild spirit that turned the arabians from worshiping idols to a
conception of the creator of heaven and earth that was more
excellent than their previous conception of deity and so the sages
of greece and of rome so the reformers of early protestant times
wherever god finds a soul sufficiently enlightened and pure one
lo he makes of him a
with whom his spirit can communicate 10
teacher of men while the path of sensuality and darkness may be
that which most men tread a few to paraphrase the words of a
moral philosopher of high standing have been led along the
upward path a few in all countries and generations have been
wisdom seekers or seekers of god they have been so because the
divine word of wisdom has looked upon them choosing them
for the knowledge and service of himself 39
day

george A smith believed that mohammed was no doubt raised
10 parley
up by god on purpose to scourge the world for their idolatry 40
P pratt in a general conference address declared that
with all my prejudices of early youth and habits of thought and
reading my rational faculties would compel me to admit that the
mahometano
Maho metan history and mahometano
Maho metan doctrine was a standard
mahometan
mahometan
raised against the most corrupt and abominable idolatry that ever
33 see also Cowle
and whitney on doctrine
cowie
cowleyyand
pp 32
cowleyand
conference reports 3 april 1921
192 ap
3255
5253
3253
1965 pp
comp forace green salt lake city bookcraft 1963
ap 292
93
95
29293
29295
13
15
512
151213
roberts defense of faith and saints 11512
51215
1

D 5532
552
OJD
52
332
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perverted our earth found in me creeds and worship of christians
falsely so named 41

moses thatcher another member of the council of the twelve of
the church was
struck by the profound philosophy pure
morality and comprehensiveness exhibited in the writings of
confucius and mencius
cencius and the chinese sages as divinely inspired
far reaching and heavenly doctrines 42 likewise in a KSL radio
address in 1927 elder matthew cowley expressed his belief that
confucius understood the doctrine of repentance and that on the
basis of his teachings on purity and virtue one would almost believe
13
that the gospel was borrowed from confucius 45
thus in this mormon view god has inspired men to think and
write according to the conditions in the midst of which he finds them
islam hinduism taoism confucianism shinto and buddhism have
within them inspired and inspirational principles and the peoples of
these lands will be judged by god in accordance with their individual
willingness to abide by them as they are not totally subversive of
gospel values but are striking evidence that god has spoken to all
nations of the earth and that mankind will ultimately be judged by
falness of
that which they have been inspired to receive at least until a fulness
the gospel has been provided 44
james E talmage saw authentic comparisons between mormonism and buddhism believing that the latter provided a constructive
falness of the restored
path that could consistently lead upward to the fulness
gospel
we believe that man may advance in righteousness and
become more nearly perfect even as the followers of buddha teach
that by the holy path hinayana or by the pure path
mahayana men may walk in the light and become buddha
we believe as you do my beloved readers in japan that some
will follow the path of hinayana and others the higher road of
mahayana each choosing for himself according to inclination and
capacity and sad to say yet others use that god given freedom of
choice and follow the path of sin that leadeth downward to

perdition

45

the distinction thus made is significant and impressive

and it is
in effect the difference between the mosaic law and the gospel of jesus
4

april

340
moses thatcher

IJD
YD

yol
1887 301
chinese classics the contributor 8 1887301
matthew cowley the gospel of repentance KSL radio address sunday evening

31

1927

297 12
nephi 29712
thei
of he
1905 726the gods improvement
ineageof
the lineage
Improte ment era 8 august 1905726
james E talmage in thel

cf

2

27
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christ better to live

hinayana

in obedience to the stern
commands thou shalt and thou shalt not
better to do good
through hope of reward and eschew evil through fear of punishment
than to do evil and reject good but better still far better is it to imbibe
the spirit of righteous law to walk by mahayana to make right
living the natural mode of life and through inspiration and divine
love rather than because of the law s demands rise to exalted rank
by

conclusion
each of the five mormon views elaborated here provides useful and
meaningful insights into questions of religious resemblances but none
of them covers the whole ground alone and all of them together fall
short of explaining all such parallels my own feeling is that only
inspiration from the lord can provide the answers as to which of these
five possibilities should be dominant in a particular case regardless of
the relative importance of each of the five in a particular setting we
must decide from a tactical point of view whether the work of the
church will be more effective if we emphasize the diabolic nature of
the similarities between the gospel and the native faiths or if we
emphasize the heritage of the pre earth life or of the light of christ or
falth
aith and truth from ancient times or
of a partially accurate deposit of faith
alth
of whatever else but this much is certain the view one takes has
important implications for the future of the church
our reactions to religious similarities not only influence our
perceptions of the religions of asia but also our feelings for missionary
work in that part of the world with even a little familiarity with other
religions we can be much impressed by what seem to be duplications
of elements usually assumed to be totally unique to the restored gospel
of jesus christ to come upon these parallels in the remains of cultures
itic and others is one
long dead assyrian egyptian babylonian Ugar
ugaritic
thing to come upon them in the scriptures of living world faiths
which compete with us for the hearts and minds of men buddhism
hinduism and islam or in confucian and taoist teachings honored
among the chinese koreans and
andjapanese
more difficult
japanese this may be moredifficult
to handle A little such familiarity with non christian religion can
breed confusion and concern and some may be tempted to turn to
sheer relativism to believe that one faith is as good as another or that
all faiths express the same truth in variant cultural trappings
this is one of the pitfalls often associated with polygenetic
human predicament and light of christ approaches to the whole
problem of religious resemblances some men have seized upon the
678
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resemblances of christ to other men of his age and to other so called
betweenjoseph
joseph smith
hero figures of all time and upon resemblances between
and mohammed or some other religious leader to prove that these
two were simply two of many that makes the savior and the prophet
much easier to explain hugh nibley has warned us that by diligent
research one can match all the christian teachings with the teachings
of others and these have been pointed to repeatedly by students of
comparative religion in order to bring christ and his prophets down to
the level of everyday experience and supplant the miraculous and
embarrassing by the commonplace and reassuring As to the process of
gaining a sure knowledge of the lord and his prophet I1 heartily agree
with nibley s colorful and cryptic statement
slid erule and the divinity and
one does not compose music with a sliderule
truthfulness of christ were never meant to be proved by history
since we are told from the beginning that that knowledge comes to
16
one only by direct revelation from the father in heaven 46

one aspect of the diffusionist approach that I1 find
particularly challenging to mormon students of comparative religion
diffusionists tend to think in terms of dispensation patterns as a
framework for understanding the religious experience of mankind at
least by implication we are told that the human story is a conflict
between two states of mind between those who have been rebellious
indifferent or hostile to god and those who have been custodians of
truth the lovers of god this is the yardstick by which the various
religions may be measured therefore in each case we must ask
ourselves how much it has preserved of the primitive original
revelation and what are its known historical links after israel
judaism how should the great religions be ranked should first place
be assigned to zoroastrianism because it hands on and recasts a
tradition of remote antiquity of severe truth and high morality
Brah mins by
dishis of the vedas brahmins
should zoroaster be followed by the rishis
birth who spring from seth s descendants by one line or a class of men
chosen by god who though somewhat crippled or degenerated are
contended47 or on the
ailen has contended47
alien
still devoted to god s service as E L allen
other hand shall we agree that among the nations of antiquity who
stood nearest to or at least very near to the source of primitive
revelations from god the chinese must hold a distinguished place
among the chinese are there not many remarkable vestiges of eternal

there

is

the world and

17
1617
the prophets pp
ap 16
19611
E L alien
ailen christianity among the religions boston beacon press 196
allen

nibley

62
pp
6162
ap 61
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truth to be found in their classical works and in their time honored
religious traditions48
traditions48 As latter day saints begin to seriously
investigate the source of japanese religion and lay claims of finding
extraordinary links between them and the peoples of the old
testament and book of mormon does this require a significant
revision of our perceptions of that people s place in the unfolding of
god s work in the latter days as so many of our students have
49
suggested in recent years
years49
among those latter day saints who underscore the manifestation of god s influence among all men on an independent and personal
basis either through his spirit or in response to common needs and
problems in the human condition the universality of god is stressed
the whole race of man in every land of every color and every stage of
culture is not only the offspring of god but in the vast compass of his
providence all are being supported by his love to reach within the
limits of their powers a knowledge of the supreme not only in this is
god thought of as having a more universal and direct involvement in
the lives of all his children on an individual basis but also the sense of
community among human beings is enhanced on the other hand
diffusionists tend to stress the eternal struggle between truth and error
between eternal truth and local culture between god s chosen people
and those who are not so chosen between the revelations of god and
the ways of the world implicitly this calls for a primary focus on the
ways in which latter day saints are different from others rather than
upon their common humanity or their dependence on a common
dlf
diffusionists
father among dif
fusionists there is always the temptation to construe
a narrow exclusive and arrogant view of themselves and of the
church that militates against true brotherhood the pure love of
christ the expansion of zion in nethermost places in the earth the
full acceptance of gospel values in alien heathen cultures and full
recognition that the god of israel is also the god of the whole earth
for those of us who seem ready to see god s handiwork
throughout the world and even in the lives of wise teachers poets
philosophers and scientists and who are happy to believe that they all

one delightful example of this proposition is gerrit gong s we are waiting the impact
of chinese ancestor worship a typescript with slide illustrations which argues that the
i e a great tradition of salvation for the dead from
chinese have enjoyed the spirit of elijah ie
rimes of remote antiquity
times
this is a popular theme among some japanese latter day saints and particularly among
nisel
nisei
from japanese fields of laborsomeof
Mje Japanese and missionaries returned fromjapanese
niseijapanese
mjejapanese
use
labor some of the ramifications
laborSome
BY U studies 10 winter 197013558
are suggested in my article did
BYU
christ visit
visitjapan
1970 15558
didchrist
135 58 see
155
dilchrist
visic japan byustudies
13558
1970135
also in search of japanese identity in my forthcoming book every nation kindred tongue
and people
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have a work and mission under an overruling providence there are
two final cautions I1 would like to make first although the spirit and
power of christ is manifest worldwide this is not to suggest that the
founders and teachers of the great religions of man have a full
endowment either of light or power they have not they did not
receive the gift of the holy ghost or the keys and authority of the holy
priesthood and without these they could not receive revelation and
authority to perform more than preparatory principles and ordinances
for their people gotama
kotama buddha has been a light for asia but he could
not be the light of the world he was not appointed or empowered to
that position 1I believe that mohammed was an inspired man a
prophet without priesthood who performed a particular mission at a
special time among a people with special needs but god has a living
prophet who heads up his universal kingdom in the earth the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints the president of the
church is god s mouthpiece a universal mouthpiece endowed with
falness of god s
the keys of presidency over all affairs dealing with a fulness
power and authority throughout the earth
As latter day saints we cannot dismiss buddhism out of hand
simply as a false religion the light of christ shines in it too but there
is danger here A friendly and appreciative approach to non mormon
religions in asia carries with it an intrinsic temptation to think that in
places like thailand we must at least symbolically if not literally dress
the mormon missionaries as buddhist monks but recognition of
religious parallels does not imply the need or advisability of such a
course in seeking for that which is virtuous lovely and praiseworthy within the native faiths we are not seeking accommodation
or compromise others have tried this with no effective benefit there
is no value to the church nor to the people of asia in allowingjehovah
allowing jehovah
to be accepted into the buddhist pantheon and there is no gospel
benefit
having jesus christ identified as an avatar of a hindu god as
benef
belefit in havingjesus
an incarnation of the buddha or in any way less than the son of god
the only name given among men whereby we must be saved but
despite the prospect of this negative result the positive implications of
using good things in asia as building blocks for bringing people into a
fuller realization of their own spiritual possibilities must not be
ignored
1.1
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